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Foreword
In every society, there are four sources of well-being for citizens: market income, non-market care
and support within the family, state-sponsored services and income transfers, and community
services and supports. The roles and responsibilities of actors in markets, states, communities and
families vary considerably from one country to another, and they can change over time. Certainly,
all four sources of well-being have been transformed by economic, demographic, political and
social trends both within and beyond Canada’s borders in recent years.
During the 1940s, as government leaders looked ahead to the post-war period, they were
convinced that fundamental changes would be needed to ensure that Canada would avoid another
Depression and begin to create a better life for all Canadians. They therefore commissioned
Leonard Marsh, a young McGill professor who was an advisor to the federal Committee on PostWar Reconstruction, to write a report on social security for Canada. Marsh had been educated in
England and was influenced by William Beveridge, the architect of the British welfare regime.
The Marsh Report, as we have come to call it, was published in 1943 and had a major impact on
the design of Canada’s social policies over the next three decades.
Since 1980, governments have tinkered with many of the policies put in place in the first two
decades after the war. They have recognized the existence of new realities and tried to address
them. But the underlying principles governing the roles for market, family, communities and
state have not been thoroughly discussed since the years of the Marsh Report. Canada again,
therefore, needs to go back to first principles. CPRN has commissioned the Social Architecture
Papers, a series of nine research reports, all designed to undertake a serious look at these issues.
Some research reports examine Canada’s history and others look to the experience of
neighbouring countries and jurisdictions. Two take a more in-depth look at the challenges facing
Aboriginal peoples. A final synthesis report will summarize what this research suggests for a
basic social architecture that will maximize well-being for all Canadians in the 21st century.
This is the eighth paper in the Social Architecture series. It is the work of Mary Pat MacKinnon,
Director of the Public Involvement Network of CPRN. Drawing on the findings of another major
CPRN project, Citizens’ Dialogue on the Kind of Canada We Want, Mary Pat provides a
synthetic overview of the values Canadian express when they are invited to reflect deeply, over
the course of a full day, with their fellow citizens about their hopes for the future and their ideas
for getting there. This paper reveals that Canadians remain committed to fundamental values of
equity and sharing, even as they understand the need to make significant adjustments to “ways of
doing” in the face of new challenges presented by external forces such as global markets and by
changing Canadian circumstances.
I want to thank Jane Jenson, who directs the Social Architecture Papers, those who provided peer
reviews of this paper and the four members of the Advisory Team as well as the participants at a
CPRN roundtable in January for their helpful comments and advice on the paper. We are also
grateful for the funding provided by all the funders, listed at the back of this document.
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Eight of the Social Architecture Papers have now been released. The whole series is available
simply by clicking on the “Social Architecture” button on the Family Network home page
(http://www.cprn.org/en/network.cfm?network=1). The final synthesis report, which will
summarize the findings and propose building blocks for a new social architecture for Canada,
will be released soon. Stay tuned.

Judith Maxwell
June 2004
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Executive Summary
This paper is one of a series of research reports prepared for the Family Network’s Seeking
Social Architecture for Canada’s 21st Century project. It draws on the results of CPRN’s
dialogue with citizens on the future of Canada and aims to use their values and logic framework
to influence the design of social architecture. The paper asserts that inclusion of citizens’ voices
in social policy is important for both pragmatic and democratic reasons. New social architecture
will be accepted more readily and will have greater utility if citizens believe they have had the
opportunity to shape and actually influence its design.
In the fall of 2002, a random sample of 400 Canadians came together in ten different locations
across Canada to participate in a structured dialogue on their vision for their country ten years
out. Their deliberations produced two results:
•

A revised social contract that reframed the future roles for government, citizens, business and
communities. There is continuity and change in the roles for government while the roles for
citizens, communities and business are significantly enhanced.

•

A restatement of core Canadian values based on a strong belief that Canada needs a “moral
compass” to guide behaviours in all spheres of private and public life. In discovering the
broad consensus that emerged among strangers in these dialogue sessions, these core values
became a distinctive and confident expression of Canadian identity.

The paper discusses Canadian core values in relation to social architecture choices, elaborates on
citizens’ logic framework in relation to roles and responsibilities for social well-being and
concludes with observations on social policy challenges and implications.
Core Canadian values, as defined by the citizens themselves, are the foundation for the social
contract. The social contract depends on a network of interconnected societal relationships that
operate within the context of these core values. The dialogue surfaced the followed core
Canadian values:
•

Shared community: despite regional, linguistic, ethnic, cultural and socio-economic
differences, citizens found they had many shared values and these values reinforced their
sense of attachment to their shared community of Canada.

•

Equality and justice: each person is to be respected, valued, and treated equally – this
operated as a moral imperative for the collectivity and the individual. Compassion for the
vulnerable and marginalized is an integral part of this value.

•

Respect for diversity: valuing ethnic, cultural and religious diversity and lifestyle choices
(e.g., different family types). While celebrating the Canadian mosaic, they see diversity
within the context of shared norms and values – not as an end in itself.

•

Mutual responsibility: this means a web of interconnected, reciprocal and interdependent
relationships among all societal actors.
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•

Accountability: an expectation that all institutions, public and private, be ethical in behaviour,
honest, transparent and prepared to accept responsibility and consequences for wrongdoing.
Citizens also assigned themselves higher standards, acknowledging that accountability is a
two-way street.

•

Engaged democracy: a larger role for citizen involvement in the public sphere. Citizens value
and want greater opportunity to engage with decision-makers on issues that affect their
collective quality of life.

Citizens called on governments and civic institutions to create more space for open discussion of
core values, especially with newcomers. They know that values do evolve but they want this
evolution to happen through a conscious and deliberative process that engages as many
Canadians as possible in that discussion.
In their reframing of governments’ role in the Canadian social contract, citizens insist that
political leaders continue to be responsible for pooling economic, social and public safety risks
on behalf of citizens. There is little call for less government overall but citizens do demand more
accountable, strategic and intelligent institutions that are more engaged with the public. They
don’t expect governments to be in the business of direct job creation but rather to serve as
catalysts for economic development in partnerships with business and the not-for-profit sector.
Citizens see the private sector as the main driver for economic development and they have
expanded its role to encompass a larger, more engaged social function. They expect business to
be more accountable to their employees, shareholders and the communities in which they do
business. The private sector’s expanded roles included: greater investment in employee
upgrading, partnering with education institutions and governments, partnering with communities
to fulfill corporate social responsibility, greater investments in innovation and environmental
protection and more attentiveness to good governance and ethical standards.
Citizens are expected to become more actively involved in governance, taking more time and
effort to become informed about public issues and to take greater responsibility for their lifestyle
and consumer choices so as to contribute to better environmental and health outcomes. They are
also expected to maintain primary responsibility for family caring, albeit with important supports
from governments, business and communities. They put a high value on citizens’ role in
contributing to a “working society” for without this Canadians would not be able to maintain or
improve their quality of life. Within this context, they accepted that the future called for greater
focus on lifelong learning and skills upgrading. While accepting individual responsibility for
working and learning, they do expect governments and employers to actively support them
through a variety of coordinated mechanisms and incentives.
In articulating their vision for Canada and choosing actions to make that vision concrete,
Canadians identified challenges that demand redesigned policies and new investments. Social
policy architects will have to grapple with these challenges.
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Equitable access to education and training
This is citizens’ linchpin in linking support for market-based and social equity approaches:
accessible, affordable education is essential to fight poverty and social exclusion and to achieve a
productive, innovative and competitive economy. Clearly there is a gap between current reality
and citizens’ vision. New policies are needed to achieve greater equality of access to postsecondary education and reduce inequality of opportunity.
A working society with a living wage
Again, citizens’ vision and reality are not in sync – too many Canadians work full time and yet
are still in or close to poverty and exclusion. Citizens agreed on the problem and argued for a
variety of remedies: increases to minimum wages, low wage supplements, housing supports,
child care subsidies, health benefits, etc. Policy and decision-makers need to focus attention on
this issue because it is so central to how people marry their support for market-based and social
equity policies. There is a need for continued deliberation among citizens and experts on which
policy instruments to use to address this inequity.
Community-based, accountable programs
Coordination, collaboration and integration of policies, program design and delivery across
government silos is a tall order for policy-makers, especially given that citizens are also looking
for flexibility to tailor programs to address local needs and opportunities. Creativity and
innovation will be needed to balance these two drivers: greater efficiencies and policy coherence
and responsiveness to specific community circumstances.
Distinctive social programs coexisting with growing continental and global integration
Notwithstanding their appreciation for the economic benefits of Canada’s close economic
relations with the United States, citizens demand that governments chart an independent course
on social policies. Decision-makers will need to be mindful of citizens’ insistence on maintaining
independence in this policy sphere while citizens must be prepared to provide clear direction and
make tradeoffs when they arise.
While citizens do not bring policy and technical expertise, obviously needed to create the
blueprints, they do know what they want the completed building to be used for and what it
should like. It is, at the end of the day, their building and who better to have a say in its
dimensions and purposes than the owners.
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Citizens’ Values and the Canadian Social Architecture:
Evidence from the Citizens’ Dialogue on Canada’s Future
1.0 Introduction and Methodology
In the fall of 2002, CPRN and its partner Viewpoint Learning Inc., brought together a random
sample of 400 participants in ten day-long professionally facilitated dialogue sessions held across
the country to consider Canada’s future and to create their own vision for the country – looking
ten years out. The transformation that Canada has undergone in the past half century has led to a
questioning of the fundamental roles governments, businesses, citizens and communities play in
our unwritten “social contract.”1 It was time to ask ordinary Canadians what they thought about
these roles and relationships and about the appropriate balance between individual choice,
collective need, market-based solutions and government intervention. Participants were invited
to reflect on how their vision for Canada could be achieved and determine who should be
responsible for making it happen.
The dialogue produced two key results:2
•

A revised social contract that reframed the future roles for government, business, citizens and
communities. There is continuity and change in the roles for government while the roles for
citizens, communities and the private sector are significantly enhanced.

•

Canadians restated core Canadian values because they felt strongly that the country needs a
“moral compass” to guide behaviours in all spheres of private and public life. In discovering
the consensus that emerged among strangers in these dialogue sessions, these core values
became a distinctive and confident expression of Canadian identity.

This paper is one of a series of research reports being prepared for the Family Network’s Seeking
Social Architecture for Canada’s 21st Century project. Drawing on the results of the citizens’
dialogue, it provides insight into the values and logic framework that guided citizens’ vision for the
kind of Canada they want and applies those values to the design of new social architecture. It also
builds on the results of the Report on Citizens’ Dialogue on the Future of Health Care in Canada
and Quality of Life in Canada: A Citizens’ Report Card.3 The assertion being advanced is that
1

2

3

In a background paper prepared for this dialogue David Laycock defined social contracts as “packages of policy
relevant ideas concerning basic social choices on the central issues of citizenship and citizen/state/society relations
in modern liberal democracies. They define the rights and responsibilities of citizenship, the relationship between
citizenship and the welfare state, citizens’ sense of belonging to Canada, and their ideas concerning the desirability
of inter-regional sharing, their attitudes towards North American integration and their sense of Canada’s
responsibility to the rest of the world” (Laycock and Clarke, 2002).
Dialogue results are presented in MacKinnon et al. (2003). The report was made possible through the funding and
support of: International Development Research Centre, Canadian Heritage, Industry Canada, Human Resources
Development Canada, Health Canada and Environment Canada.
On behalf of the Romanow Commission, CPRN undertook a national citizens’ dialogue on the future of health
care, in partnership with Viewpoint Learning. The dialogue results revealed a value framework that is congruent
with the framework that emerged in the Canada’s Future dialogue (accountability and transparency, mutual
responsibility, universality, accessibility and fairness). See Maxwell et al. (2002). Canadian Policy Research
Networks (2002) undertook a quality of life indicators project in 1999 to assess what citizens meant by quality
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citizens’ values must be incorporated into framing and design characteristics of new social
architecture. Inclusion of citizens’ voices in social policy is important for pragmatic and
democratic reasons. The policy process will have greater legitimacy and policies will be easier to
implement if they are congruent with citizens’ values and if citizens have meaningful opportunities
to influence them4. The public policy process now demands input from a variety of stakeholders,
including citizens.5 Moreover, citizens have a democratic right to be engaged in policy.6
1.1 Background: Deliberative Dialogue Methodology
To understand the research findings, some background on the dialogue methodology is in order.
CPRN adapted Viewpoint Learning’s ChoiceWork Dialogue methodology for this citizen
engagement project. The methodology is designed to probe how citizens’ views evolve as they
work through difficult policy choices in conversation with each other and seek to reconcile these
views with their deeper values.7 The results of this kind of engagement exercise are intended to
influence policy development by providing decision-makers with a deeper understanding of
citizens’ value-based policy preferences and choices on important public issues.
CPRN’s citizens’ dialogues differ from polls and focus groups in three ways: 1) depth of inquiry,
2) advance preparation, and 3) purpose.8 Polls and focus groups can provide an accurate snapshot
of people’s current thinking on issues where they have already made up their minds or have
reasonable knowledge. They do not offer opportunities for people to engage with each other for
in-depth discussion about issues on which they have not yet formed a firm opinion. Citizen
engagement processes as practiced by CPRN, Viewpoint Learning, One World Inc., the Stanford
Centre for Deliberative Democracy, AmericaSpeaks, the Jefferson Center (Citizen Jury process)

4

5

6

7

8

2

of life. The priorities that citizens identified for their quality of life (political rights, health care, education,
environment, social supports, community, personal well-being, economy and employment, good government)
fit well with the results that emerged from the dialogue on Canada’s future.
Bruno Palier (2004: 17) argues that some studies of social protection stress that “one of the prerequisites for the
success of policies dealing with the fundamental transformation of social protection is the development of
public discourse.”
Donald Savoie (2003: 105) notes that “policy making under the traditional bargain ‘hit a wall’ in the latter part
of the twentieth century … policies could no longer be struck in isolation inside government. The ability to
arrive at a stable consensus over the problems to address, to secure an understanding with the relevant sectors of
the public over actions to take, and to bring a ‘horizontal perspective’ to all issues of public policy became as
important as the substance of the policy itself. …Trust in politicians had been declining, bureaucracy bashing
had taken a toll and many citizens were better educated, more informed, and beginning to take an interest in the
finer points of public policy. They were no longer content to go to the polls every four years or so and then give
government a free hand.”
Gutmann and Thompson (2003: 46) argue “persons should be treated not merely as objects of legislation or
passive subjects to be ruled. They should be treated as political agents who take part in governance, directly or
through their accountable representatives, by presenting and responding to reasons that would justify the laws
under which they must live together.”
ChoiceWork methodology is based on the research of its Chairman, Daniel Yankelovich, author of the
groundbreaking book, Coming to Public Judgment (1991). It is designed to encourage a process of learning and
working through, by giving participants the opportunity to absorb the facts, connect the dots, face up to
conflicting values and shift from individual to a broader community-based point of view. Please refer to
Appendix A for more detail on the methodology.
This explanation draws on Viewpoint Learning’s methodology description provided in Citizens’ Dialogue on
Canada’s Future (MacKinnon, 2003: vi).
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and others are designed to provide such opportunities and are intended to provide deeper insights
into how people understand, evaluate and make public policy choices.
Secondly, citizens’ dialogues require significant advance preparation. Participants are given
special workbooks which formulate a number of research-based scenarios (providing factual
information), based on a series of values-based choices with pros and cons laid out for each
scenario. The workbook and carefully designed worksheets enable people to learn about the
issues under consideration, work through how they think and feel about the various approaches
and identify common ground. Focus groups and polls do not provide people with these tools nor
do they offer settings for interactive social learning. Citizens’ dialogues are day-long, structured
sessions using highly trained facilitators, whereas focus groups are two to three hours in length
and polls anywhere from two minutes to 30 minutes.
Research on citizen engagement techniques and outcomes is a relatively new and rapidly
evolving field of social research. A variety of related but distinct research methodologies are
currently being developed and tried. One of the better known methodologies – Professor James
Fishkin’s deliberative polling® shares some common methodological features with CPRN’s
dialogues: both require specially prepared workbooks with balanced factual information, use pre
and post questionnaires, feature random selection of participants, and seek to help decisionmakers understand where the public is on particular policy issues and what changes they may be
prepared to accept under what conditions. Both assert that as a result of their deliberations,
citizens become better informed, more thoughtful and more collectivist in their orientation to
public policy.
However, they also differ in some important ways. Deliberative polling methodology is not
designed or intended to enable or assist citizens to collectively seek and define common ground
or reach broad agreement and has less emphasis on citizens interacting with each other, putting
more focus on citizens interacting with experts and politicians. Its small group exercises are
designed to identify the key questions to be put before a panel of experts not to deliberate on a
common vision or policy choice. (In a typical deliberative poll 200 to 400 participants come
together over a weekend to deliberate on a public policy issue). Its key feature is measuring
participants’ opinion change after becoming better informed (comparing the polling results done
at the recruitment stage with the polling results after the participants had completed their
deliberations).9 The pre and post questionnaires used by CPRN measure participants’ responses
at the beginning of the dialogue session with those at the end of the dialogue but do not use a
broader polling sample for comparison purposes.

9

As described by James Fishkin (2003): “deliberative polling is an attempt to use television and public opinion
research in a new and constructive way. A random, representative sample is first polled on the targeted issues.
After a baseline poll, members of the sample are invited to gather at a single place for a weekend in order to
discuss the issues. Carefully balanced briefing materials are sent to the participants and are also made publicly
available. The participants engage in dialogue with competing experts and political leaders based on the
questions they develop in small group discussions with trained moderators. Parts of the weekend are broadcast
on television, either live or in edited form. After the deliberations, the sample is again asked the original
questions. The resulting changes in opinion represent the conclusions the public would reach, if people had an
opportunity to become more informed and more engaged by issues.”
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The purpose of deliberative polling is to see how individual participants change their views as a
result of the deliberation experience whereas the purpose of CPRN’s citizen dialogues is to
understand the value choices that participants make together about policy directions. The focus
on seeking common ground and probing for broad policy consensus is not a feature of
deliberative polling. The underlying premise of CPRN’s citizens’ dialogues is that ordinary
citizens, when given the tools and opportunity for meaningful and respectful group learning and
reflection on public policy issues, can usually find common ground (i.e., there is more agreement
than disagreement on fundamental value-based choices). This does not mean that there is 100
percent unanimity but there is significant agreement on the value basis for certain policy
positions or directions.
Techniques to encourage people to identify and articulate a vision and policy choices in small
groups (of about 10), exploring and testing each others’ perspectives in small groups and then in
plenary are an important element of CPRN’s dialogue methodology. Each small group selects its
own moderator and reporter. Because they are assuming these roles themselves, the groups tend
to take ownership of their own process. Dialogue ground rules are posted in each of the break out
rooms (and included in their workbooks along with the differences between debate and
dialogue). Structured worksheets help participants to focus on the key question and organize
their time. Facilitators circulate among the four groups to clarify instructions and to trouble shoot
where necessary. In the plenary sessions following the break out exercises, each group presents
its work, leading with the areas of agreement but also noting the areas of disagreement or
differences. Time is provided for groups to seek clarification and elaboration of points presented.
The professional co-facilitators (each dialogue session has two facilitators) then probe for
common ground and test agreement around the values and policy choices. If and where there are
inconsistencies within choice bundles, the facilitators question participants and push for
clarifications. The methodology is designed to enable people to work together to identify what
they collectively can agree on rather than emphasizing their differences. Areas of agreement are
captured on one flipchart and points of disagreement or differences are captured on another –
both are posted on the walls for review and reflection. While differences are not ignored and are
visible for all to see, more attention is definitely given to building on the common ground.
Participant Recruitment
As in deliberative polling, CPRN dialogues normally employ a random selection process, not
self selection to recruit participants. In the dialogue under discussion, a professional polling firm
was engaged to recruit the participants through a random telephone survey method designed to
produce a representative sample for the city region in which the dialogue session was being held.
About 2,200 telephone calls were made to recruit 55 participants (over recruitment is necessary
to ensure 40 participants for each session) for each of the ten dialogue sessions held across the
country. The Citizens’ Dialogue on Canada’s Future had 408 participants in all: 51 percent were
woman, 49 percent men, with a 20/80 rural urban split; seven percent were visible minorities
(self reported), three percent Aboriginal, and four percent were persons with disabilities.
A profile of participants is provided in Appendix B.

4
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Ten sessions were held on either a Saturday or Sunday, between September 21 and
November 17, 2002. Two sessions took place in each of Atlantic Canada, Quebec, and the
Prairies; three were in Ontario and one in British Columbia. Two were conducted in French and
eight in English. Two teams of professional facilitators led the dialogue following a consistent
format and protocol. All dialogue sessions were videotaped and audiotapes were converted into
transcripts for follow up analysis.
1.2 Citizens’ Dialogue on Canada’s Future: Dialogue Process
Prior to attending the dialogue, participants were sent background information on the purpose of
the dialogue, the key policy issues to be discussed and what to expect.10 Upon registration, they
received a peer-reviewed workbook11 and were given about 45 minutes for review prior to the
dialogue commencement. The workbook included an introduction to the issue, background
information (facts and figures on how Canada has changed in last half century), an agenda and
purpose for the meeting, an explanation of dialogue versus debate, ground-rules for dialogue and
information on the four scenarios and four policy issues (including background, key elements
and pros and cons). Four scenarios were used to help citizens start their conversations about
choosing Canada’s future: emphasize the market, emphasize social equity and civil society,
emphasize traditional values and accountability, and emphasize diversity and choice.
To help citizens think more concretely about their choices, the workbook provided four policy
issues to work through under each of the four scenarios: economic development, international
development, poverty and social marginalization and environmental and health risks. Participants
also completed a pre-dialogue and post dialogue questionnaire, which asked them to rate each
scenario separately (not to choose between the four scenarios) on a scale of 1 to 7.12 They were
also given the option of adding conditions to the post dialogue questionnaire.
Participants moved from the morning plenary session to their small groups to deliberate on their
vision for Canada. Using flipcharts and worksheets, the groups reviewed the workbook material,
focussing on the pros and cons for each scenario, identifying what they wanted for their vision.
Reconvening in plenary, aided by the facilitators, the groups compared visions and worked
together to identify common ground and note differences and build their collective vision.
Facilitators tested for agreement and probed participants’ understanding of their emerging vision.
In the afternoon small group session participants discussed how to make their vision practical,
coherent and viable, deliberating on the key elements for the four policy issues provided and
choosing their own policy priorities. Participants then reconvened in plenary to share their
respective action steps, and look for commonality and differences across policy actions. They
were also asked to discuss where responsibility rested for each of the actions and, if new
investments were needed, how they would be financed. Emphasis was given to having
participants identify the most important policy actions needed to realize their vision for the
10

11
12

Each participant received a $100 honorarium at the end of the dialogue. Travel costs of rural and non-local
participants were reimbursed. A letter of thanks and copies of the dialogue report were sent to all participants
immediately following the report release in April 2003.
The Dialogue workbook is available on the CPRN Web site, http://www.cprn.org.
One to three were defined as unfavourable, four was undecided and five to seven were favourable.
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future. The facilitators again probed for consistency across policy choices, pushed for further
tradeoffs that needed to be made and then reviewed the group vision and policy actions testing
for agreement and clarification. Before making their closing statements, they completed the same
questionnaire they had done in the morning but this time with the option of recording the
conditions under which they were rating a specific scenario. The conditions provide deeper
insight into participants’ choices and also give them the opportunity to express their views
anonymously. Analysis of these conditions will shed light on whether there is significant
divergence between the views emerging from the group process and individual perspectives.
Having spent the day together wrestling with tough issues, participants typically remarked on
their surprise and pleasure at discovering so much common ground and their satisfaction with the
results of their work.
1.3 Report Methodology and Analysis
This paper draws on previous quantitative and qualitative analysis undertaken for the Citizens’
Dialogue on Canada’s Future report, specifically:
•

Analysis of pre and post dialogue questionnaire (rating each of four scenarios) tabulations and
analysis of the conditions that citizens attached to their ratings (detailed in section two).
Qualitative analysis of the written conditions was undertaken to determine common patterns,
themes and sub themes. Scenario conditions were sorted, classified and then put into rank
order. Care was taken to reflect the participants’ own language and terminology.

•

Analysis of participants’ opening and closing statements (using dialogue transcripts and
matching individual opening and closing statements of participants) about their key concerns
for the future and their main messages to decision-makers. This involved coding participants’
385 statements into themes and sub themes, determining rank order of themes in the opening
and closing segments, analyzing and summarizing the emergent patterns.

•

Analysis of consensus points from the morning break out and plenary discussions (key
elements of their vision for 2012). Analysis of the flipchart worksheets from each of the break
out groups was undertaken. A matrix of general themes and sub themes associated with each of
the four policy issues by dialogue session was created and a rank ordering done of all
consensus themes. In order to be included as a consensus point, a theme must have surfaced in
at least five of 10 dialogue sessions. Those themes or policy actions which surfaced in fewer
than five dialogue sessions were noted but not included as in the list of consensus points. The
most dominant policy themes (e.g., accountability, importance of investments in education and
training) were those that cut across all four policy issues.

•

Analysis of consensus points emerging from afternoon break out and plenary discussions–
(applying citizens’ vision to policy). The same methodology, described for the morning
consensus analysis, was also used for the afternoon work.

•

Analysis of points of disagreement or differences emerging from the small group and plenary
reports. Small group flip chart work sheets and plenary flip chart material was analyzed to
investigate the nature and extent of points of disagreement and differences. Each group had
been asked to capture points of divergence or positions which had not generated group support

6
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and to include them in their reporting back to the plenary. These were noted by the facilitators
in the plenary sessions (examples included a significant minority view about providing greater
financial incentives to support parents who choose to stay at home to care for young children
and an argument for restricting international aid to those countries that abuse human rights).
•

Key word search and transcript analysis for a selective number of terms (see Appendix C for
data collection analysis approach). This involved both quantitative analysis (how many times
were certain words/concepts used across the 10 dialogue sessions) and qualitative analysis
(analyzing the context in which they were used, whether they led to substantive discussion,
agreement or disagreement, looking for patterns in how the concepts were used).

•

Additional keyword search analysis was done to ensure that the report as completely as
possible captured a comprehensive sense of citizens’ thinking on the broader social welfare
issues that are important to new social architecture.13

•

Examination of the videos of the dialogue sessions. In analyzing the context in which certain
policy choices were made, it was often necessary to view the videotapes to review the dialogue
dynamics.

1.4 Qualifying Note: Data Strengths and Limitations
The overall dialogue results are relevant in terms of understanding citizens’ values in relation to
social architecture design. The scope of the dialogue enabled participants to differentiate roles
and responsibilities in different public policy areas and to articulate the interdependence between
economic and social policies. They were able to integrate the various facets of their relationships
with governments into an organic whole. However, in order to achieve this horizontal approach,
tradeoffs were made in terms of limitations around the opportunity for an in-depth discussion of
the specific policy issues and sharper discussion on the budgetary implications of their policy
preferences.
The limitations of the data are:
1. The number of policy issues explored in the dialogue. Participants dealt with four complex
policy issues, with the result that there was limited time to delve more deeply into any one
issue. The workbook background material covered the four different policy issues but did not
feature extensive or comprehensive information on Canada’s social welfare programs or a
detailed socio-economic profile of Canadian society. This information wasn’t omitted
because of concerns about citizens’ capacity for deeper discussions on social welfare. The
reason was simple: the format, design and rationale of the dialogue (articulating a vision for
Canada, identifying the actions needed to realize that vision and assigning responsibility – a
task broader than discussing social welfare issues) imposed space and time limitations on the
possibility of drilling more deeply on any single policy issue.

13

Keyword search analysis undertaken for persons with disabilities, seniors, Aboriginal peoples,
newcomers/immigrants, child care, housing, and social assistance. Please refer to Appendix A for more
detail on the methodology.
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2. Secondly, the policy issue “poverty and social marginalization” is more narrowly framed
than broadly defined social welfare policies. Citizens’ discussions tended to focus on social
assistance and other targeted social policies for vulnerable people. Citizens did discuss
specific issues such as child care, health care, housing, income maintenance, and disability
but did not have time for focussed attention.
1.5 Report Overview
The paper is organized under three themes:
•

Citizens’ core values: these are discussed in relation to social architecture framing and policy
choices.

•

Citizens’ logic framework in relation to their social welfare policy preferences: who should be
responsible for doing what and why.

•

Social policy challenges and implications emerging from citizens’ policy preferences and value
framework.

The next section explores the value set that citizens want Canada to reflect.

8
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2.0 Citizens’ Core Values: Framing Social Welfare Architecture
As participants developed a vision for Canada and worked through how to realize that vision,
they identified a set of core Canadian values to serve as a moral compass to guide the behaviour
of leaders and citizens themselves.14 In the citizens’ view, these values are the foundation of our
unwritten social contract. Information about Canadian values was not explicitly included in the
workbook (aside from scenario 3 “emphasize traditional values and accountability”), nor initially
prompted by facilitators but surfaced naturally in participants’ discussions with each other.
Understanding these values is important for the design of new architecture for social policies.
Framing new policies should be guided by an appreciation for what citizens feel to be essential to
Canadian civic life.
Citizens articulated what they described as core Canadian values that should guide private and
public behaviour. The names given to these values are largely theirs, that is, the language and
concepts came from them not from the facilitators and report authors. The exceptions to this are
“shared community” and “engaged democracy,” which represent the authors’ attempt to capture
the essence of what citizens were describing.
•

Shared community: despite regional, language, cultural, ethnic and socio-economic differences
citizens found that they had many shared values and these values reinforced their feelings of
attachment to their shared community of Canada. This led them to emphasize and value their
common bond rather than to focus on and accentuate their differences. Canadians were quick
to incorporate their specific identities into a broader national identity – the dialogue had a
centripetal force. It is through this sense of shared community that they shaped a sense of
collective rather than individual or narrower group interest.

•

Equality and justice: citizens believed that each person should be respected, valued and treated
equally – this operates as a moral imperative for the collectivity and the individual. Making this
value real means providing equal opportunity for all regardless of race, creed, gender or social
position, and creating chances for people who were born with or experienced disadvantages.
As will be explored in section three, equitable access to education and training was a pivotal
element in citizens’ strategy for achieving greater equality. This core value was characterized
by an intolerance of great inequities between the rich and the poor and a rejection of
approaches that contribute to greater income polarization.
Compassion for the vulnerable and marginalized is an integral aspect of this value. Included
in their definition of the vulnerable were people with disabilities, the poor (some dialogue
sessions emphasized the plight of seniors), single parent families, the third world poor, and
those who are often excluded from mainstream society such as visible minority group
newcomers, Aboriginal peoples, and persons with disabilities. Compassion was seen as an
important aspect of our social safety net as well as a key driver for voluntary and charitable
activities.

14

This section draws on analysis of citizens’ opening and closing statements, scenario ratings and attached
conditions, and morning and afternoon consensus points as well as transcript key word searches.
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•

Respect for diversity: this meant valuing ethnic, cultural, and religious diversity and lifestyle
choices (for example different family types). Citizens celebrated the mosaic of Canada,
recognizing that since its very beginning, it has benefited enormously from the many
contributions of newcomers. However, they did not see diversity as an end in itself but
embedded it in the context of shared values and norms. And they drew the line at tolerating
values and norms that offend overarching principles such as equality (a frequently cited
example was gender equality – opportunity for girls and women to pursue higher education and
employment).

•

Mutual responsibility: this is the glue that binds people together in society and in families. It is
essential to citizens’ value framework. Citizens talked about reciprocal relationships between
all actors in society: citizens, governments, business and the voluntary sector all have
responsibilities to each other in a web of interconnected and interdependent relationships.
Individuals have a responsibility and a right to contribute to society and in return each of us can
expect to be supported to make that contribution.

•

Accountability: citizens expect all institutions, private and public, to be ethical in their
behaviour, to be honest in action and word, to be transparent about their actions and to accept
responsibility and consequences for wrong doing and mistakes. Citizens in particular wanted
governments to treat taxpayers’ money as if it were their own, expecting transparency in
reporting on how funds are being spent and what outcomes result. Accountability was seen as
the essential underpinning for trust, which in turn is a critical ingredient of a well functioning
society and markets. While citizens focussed on governments and business to a lesser extent,
they also applied the same standard to themselves, acknowledging that no less should be
expected of them. Citizens demanded significant improvements in accountabilities right across
the board, accepting that they also needed to step up to the plate. They noted that for a stronger
accountability ethic to emerge, greater citizen vigilance will be required.

•

Engaged Democracy: citizens were calling for a larger role in the democratic process (beyond
voting every four to five years, important as that is to a healthy democracy); they want to have
more meaningful opportunities to connect with decision-makers on issues that affect their
collective quality of life. They value the democratic process because it respects the rights and
responsibilities of citizens to engage in shaping the kind of Canada they seek but they also
were skeptical about politicians’ willingness to truly open up democratic practices.

Of course these core values are not static or etched in stone for perpetuity. Citizens
acknowledged this when they called on governments and civic institutions to create more space
for open discussion of core values, especially with newcomers. They know that values evolve but
they want this evolution to happen through a conscious and deliberative process that engages
citizens in that discussion.
Nor do these values exist independently: they interact with each other, gaining or losing
centrality or dominance depending on context, circumstances and timing. They are sometimes in
tension with each other (e.g., respect for equality and respect for diversity), just as real people in
real life struggle with difficult choices, compromises and tradeoffs.

10
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These values can help to inform thinking on the goals for a new social architecture, providing
insight into what citizens want and may be prepared to accept. Of course sharing common values
does not mean that difficult policy choices can be side stepped. Broad agreement on core values
does not eliminate the ongoing and inevitable challenges that democracies face in deciding
among shared goals, which is sometimes a much tougher challenge than reaching consensus on
broad social goals. These values do, however, provide a solid platform from which to launch a
discussion about those necessary tradeoffs.
There are gaps between what citizens saw as core Canadian values and the application of those
values in the public sphere. Mathew Mendelsohn15 has noted that Canadians’ rising sense of
confidence in Canada and pride in its accomplishments sometimes disconnects from reality. “One
of the changes has been a real gap between our mythology of who we are and what we actually do
on the ground. The prime minister and other government officials talk about Canada as if it were
socially democratic, environmentally friendly, peacekeeping nation that spends 0.9 percent on
foreign aid … in fact we are near the bottom on foreign aid spending, we’re near the bottom on
peacekeeping budgets, our environmental record is near the bottom and on social programs, we spend
less than just about any other industrial country … that’s one of the failures over the past 10 years.
Canada’s role in the world has declined, its influence has declined but our rhetoric hasn’t changed.”16
2.1 Citizens’ Values Reflected in Their Vision for a Future Canada
As described in the introductory section, citizens were asked to rate the four scenarios in the first
part of the dialogue (there were two sets of scenarios in tension with each other)17 and then again
at the end, when they were invited to record the conditions under which they supported a
particular scenario. When the two ratings are compared, the results show that support for all four
15

16
17

Mathew Mendelsohn (Canadian Opinion Research Archives, Queens’ University) prepared a background report
analyzing survey results related to Canadians’ views on the social contract to help CPRN in framing the
participants’ dialogue workbook. Many of his key conclusions are generally congruent with the value set
described above: Canadians have become more attached to their country over the past two decades; they have
embraced an identity laid out in the Charter of Rights; have become more supportive of immigration; are more
comfortable with global integration on a variety of issues, are overwhelmingly more internationalist; recognize
the importance of greater economic integration with the US but do not want policy harmonization; and continue
to give top priority to social issues (health care, education, unemployment, child poverty) while insisting on a
balanced budget (Mendelsohn, 2002).
Taken from Butler (2003: 12).
Summaries of the four scenarios. The first scenario (emphasize the market) is to make Canada more innovative,
competitive and productive, providing greater opportunities for Canadians to excel and improve our standard of
living…. In this Canada taxes are lower and government practices are designed to provide only those services that
the market cannot. The second scenario (emphasize social equity and civil society) is to make Canada fairer and
more equitable, providing greater help to those most in need so that no one is left behind. In this Canada
government plays a social investment role; economic social and environmental policies are designed to work
together to meet the needs of this generation without compromising the needs of future generations. The third
scenario (emphasize traditional values and moral standards), provides greater support and encouragement for
people to do the right thing…. In this Canada government focuses on protecting the national interest, providing
security, lending a guiding hand to the market, enforcing high ethical standards and strengthening basic social
institutions like the family. The fourth scenario (emphasize diversity and choice) is to build a Canada that is
more open and diverse, providing greater scope for individuals and communities to express their own values and
choose their own lifestyles. In this Canada government facilitates individual and community self-expression as a
way to increase personal choice, create more vibrant cultural communities, and promote social and economic
innovation. Taken from scenario summaries, Citizens’ Dialogue Workbook (2002), http://www.cprn.org.
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scenarios increased.18 This is in contrast to the results of the Citizens’ Dialogue on the Future of
Health Care in Canada, in which certain scenarios lost significant support while others gained
substantially. What happened in this dialogue is that participants repackaged, redefined and
recombined elements of the scenarios to make them more desirable and acceptable. Taken alone
without the scenario conditions, the pre and post questionnaire results are of limited value in
understanding participants’ policy preferences and directions. What participants did was to create
their own new scenario for the future, weaving together elements from each scenario to reflect
their desired vision.
The conditions provided (about half of all participants recorded conditions) offered considerable
insight into citizens’ value framework and the kinds of policy tradeoffs that they were prepared
to make.
Citizens were prepared to increase their support for the market scenario on the condition that:
•

Social equity, social supports and a safety net are maintained or strengthened;

•

Governments play a key role in enforcing environmental regulations and standards and in
providing incentives to develop environmentally friendly technologies;

•

Governments hold corporations accountable for their actions; and

•

Governments ensure accessible education and training.

The policy choices made here were to put more emphasis on economic strategies and approaches
and stress greater self reliance as long as a good social safety net exists; a reasonably level
playing field (i.e., equality of opportunity) is part of the bargain; extremes of poverty and wealth
aren’t tolerated; and governments are in the driver’s seat when it comes to setting the rules of the
game and protecting the environment. An implicit trade off is the acceptance of some limitations
on individual wealth accumulation in exchange for greater social equity.
Citizens gave social equity and civil society a higher rating subject to the following conditions:
•

Social programs are redesigned and targeted to those in need;

•

Mutual responsibility is respected;

•

There is investment in and a focus on education and training; and

•

Continued focus on a strong competitive economy.

The choices made here reflect a view that society should invest more in social supports provided
that programming is more activist and targeted and that people receiving help are making efforts
18
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Net support for the market scenario increased the most at 25 percent, net support for traditional values and
accountability scenario increased by 19 percent, as did the diversity and choice scenario. The fourth scenario,
social equity and civil society increased by 17 percent. All scenarios received relatively high ratings, ranging
from 78 percent for the market scenario to 67 percent for diversity and choice (traditional values and
accountability at 75 percent and social equity and civil society at 75 percent). See MacKinnon et al. (2002).
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to improve their situations. There is a tough love element to their policy preference. They want
social policies to enable people to improve their lives and contribute to the economy and public
revenues.
Increased support for the traditional values and accountability scenario brought these conditions:
•

Core values replace traditional values and there is room to define and redefine Canadian values
and identity;

•

Maintenance of respect for diversity;

•

Maintenance of respect for the rights of individuals within society;

•

Recognition of right and wrong actions; and

•

Recognition of the importance of families in society.

Clearly participants were redefining this scenario to make it fit a 21st century reality. They
rejected a narrow old fashioned notion of traditional values because it conflicted with the
importance they gave to respect for individual rights and choice. On the other hand their concept
of morality (acceptance of objective standards for right and wrong behaviours) and the primacy
of family in society was an integral element of this value set. Their respect for individual rights is
subject to the notion that society must put limitations on the exercise of individual rights to
maintain social order and civility.
Finally citizens increased support for the diversity and choice scenario dependent on the
following conditions:
•

Emphasis on core Canadian values and Canadian identity first;

•

Diversity and choice must not interfere with the rights of others;

•

Governments play a strong monitoring and enforcement role vis-à-vis the environment and
public health safety;

•

Citizens take on greater responsibility for better public policy choices; and

•

Immigrants respect Canadian norms, rule of law and human rights.

The tradeoffs here revolved around their desire to celebrate diversity while keeping a sense of
Canadian identity; of maintaining respect for the rule of law while providing as much lifestyle
choice as possible; of balancing the rights of others without inflicting harm on others as a result
of that exercise of choice; and of balancing freedom of choice with individual responsibility to
accept responsibility for bad choices.
Building on these core Canadian values, the next section explores the roles that citizens assigned
to social welfare actors: who is responsible for what and why.
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3.0 Social Welfare Actors: Citizens’ Directions on Who Should Do What
A key dialogue result was citizens’ reframing of the social contract to reposition governments’
role and to enlarge the roles for citizens,19 business and communities (the voluntary sector).
Their conversations about the respective roles and responsibilities of each of the actors in society
contained both descriptive and prescriptive elements. They identified roles for each actor and
challenged each to reach for a higher standard. And as will be seen, pragmatism trumped
ideology in their map for the future.
3.1 Role of Governments
Citizens believe governments20 must continue to play an essential societal role in pooling
economic, social, and public safety risks on behalf of citizens. Governments are expected to
defend and advance the interests of all Canadians and use tax revenues to provide collective
goods and services. There was little call for less government overall but they did demand more
accountable, strategic and intelligent governments that are more engaged with the public. There
is much continuity with past views of governments but there are also some subtle but important
differences, some limiting and others expanding the roles assigned to governments.
•

Developing and managing economic development: citizens don’t want or expect governments
to create jobs across the length and breadth of Canada through direct investment or publicly
owned businesses. Citizens exhibited little confidence in governments’ ability to directly create
sustainable jobs and they were critical of past and current wasteful investments to shore up nonviable industries especially in areas with meagre economic prospects. But here they made a trade
off: people would not expect governments to continue to pour money into these areas but in
exchange governments should assist people who live where local economies are unsustainable to
relocate to areas of better economic opportunity. There was insufficient time to discuss the extent
of, and what conditions should be attached to this assistance. This tempering of a market driven
approach was seen repeatedly in the dialogue sessions.
They did see a role for governments as catalysts for economic development, preferably in
partnership with local businesses, community groups and education and training institutions
to help mobilize the resources needed for economic growth. They had considerable faith in
entrepreneurial capacity and potential at the local level (bottom up approach versus top down
central command) and talked about the supportive role that governments must play in
strengthening small and medium sized businesses, promoting innovation, research and
development, and providing incentives for environmentally sustainable and socially
responsible industries.
Citizens assigned governments an essential role to provide an effective regulatory and
legislative framework within which the private and voluntary sectors can flourish and create
jobs.

19

20
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This section is based on analysis of the dialogue morning and afternoon plenary consensus points, questionnaire
results, opening and closing statements, keyword transcript analysis and examination of dialogue videos.
Citizens’ definition of government was inclusive: it included federal and provincial and sometimes local
governments. While they were aware that the various levels of government have distinct and shared
jurisdictional powers, they demanded that governments collaborate on the delivery of services to the public.
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A balanced budget approach to fiscal management continues to hold sway with citizens who
had no appetite for a return to the days of deficit financing and growing debt loads. For the
most part citizens did not advocate lower taxes as a strategy for economic development but
they also did not look to increasing taxes as an easy way to finance new programs. Had time
permitted the facilitators would have been able to push deeper for tradeoffs around spending
reallocation, a reduction in planned tax cuts or selective tax increases.
•

Investing in social development: governments continue to have a key social investment role
to help people reach their full potential and to protect the most vulnerable. However, citizens
demanded more activist social programs with greater emphasis on self-reliance, enabling
people to avoid dependency and make a contribution to a working society, in whatever ways
they can.
Equitable access to education and training was seen as the sine qua non of a fair society: it is
both necessary and fair if people are to be able to contribute to a “working society.” Citizens
expressed serious concerns about what they perceived to be barriers to post secondary
education for both middle and lower-income Canadians. In their view, ensuring equitable
access rests largely, but not only with government. They also identified and lamented cultural
and institutional hurdles newcomers face as they try to validate their educational credentials
and secure good jobs.
Many pointed out that social assistance regimes and income transfer programs for persons
with disabilities all too often block rather than facilitate entry or re-entry into the labour
force. Citizens cited examples, drawing on their own experience and that of their friends and
families, of people losing child care support, housing subsidies and health and drug benefits
when they took jobs and ending up worse off. They also identified a related social inequity –
that of working poverty. Too many people move from social assistance poverty to working
poverty. The increasing number of well educated workers stuck in low wage jobs with few
prospects for advancement was seen as a worrisome situation that demanded attention. It
offended their notion of fairness: people who had invested in higher education were not
reaping the benefits of their investments.
Governments were urged to address these inequities and to redesign programs in close
collaboration with those who have lived the experience of poverty and exclusion. Targeting
assistance to those in greatest need, which they typically defined as poor children, single
parent families, the elderly and those with disabilities, was often advocated. This was another
instance in which time limitations prevented a deeper exploration to determine the level and
type of investments (e.g., income and service supports) needed for various target groups and
how these should be financed (i.e., spending reallocations, increased taxes, reduction in
waste).
Citizens’ thinking revealed a desire for much more integrated social programs that deal
holistically (e.g., health, home care, education, child care needs, etc.) with the person or
family, rather than dealing with their specific needs through the unconnected silos of
government. This is congruent with how they integrated the social and economic roles of
government, seeing them as complementary rather than in tension. Good economic
development and good social policy were seen to be mutually supportive and interdependent.
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•

Holding business to account: in an era of well publicized, egregious corporate wrong doing,
citizens expect governments to strengthen their regulatory, monitoring and compliance powers
vis-à-vis business. The minimal expectation is that governments ensure that businesses are
complying with accepted accounting, labour, environment and governance standards. There
was no hesitation in having governments impose stiff fines, penalties or prison terms when
appropriate to demonstrate serious intent in this area. There was considerable dissatisfaction
with governments’ track record in holding business to account and anger about the extent to
which wealthy people got off lightly for their unethical or illegal behaviour.

•

Being stewards of the environment and public health21 safety: governments have been
given leadership responsibility to ensure that the environment is protected for current and
future generations. Governments also have a unique role to play in the prevention and
management of public health risks. Citizens were clear that self-regulation in these two policy
areas would not serve the public interest: government has a mandatory role. Citizens insisted
on higher standards and more rigorous regulatory regimes but they believe that there is greater
room for flexibility in the instruments and mechanisms for environmental protection (greater
use of market-based incentives, less emphasis on control and command regulations). Theirs
was a pragmatic approach of finding the best means to achieve the end of environmental and
health protection. Again, citizens did not give governments good grades on their performance.

•

Providing a value-added information service: this role takes on greater urgency and
importance in the increasingly wired, interconnected and interactive world in which citizens
live and work. Citizens’ expectations were high. In their role as service providers they expected
governments to provide information on its programs and services electronically and through
traditional methods of delivery. And they assigned governments a role in providing credible
and reliable information to help citizens make informed and responsible choices about what to
buy and how to live healthy lives. Given the sea of information available on the Internet and
elsewhere and the considerable time and effort required to wade through it, governments
should add value to their information role by being a channel for reliable information across a
broad array of public policy areas.
They also wanted credible, accessible and transparent information on government programs,
services, activities and performance to enable them as citizens to access these services, to
help them hold governments accountable and to assess how well the political system and
civil society is working.

Governments were also assigned other roles and responsibilities related to Canada’s place in the
world but as they do not connect directly with social architecture issues, they have not been
included in this paper.22
21

22
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Health care policy wasn’t a main focus of plenary and small group discussions. This is not surprising as
participants created their vision of Canada and then discussed the actions required to make it happen in context
of the four policy issues. As noted earlier, health care per se was not featured although one aspect of health care
– health risks – was part of issue four. This is not to say that health care is not a priority concern – to the
contrary. In the opening statements health care issues were the third most frequently citied concern, after
education and training and social equity.
These roles revolved around advancing Canada’s interests abroad, which included responsibility for trade
agreements and governance in the international sphere which involved promoting international development,
economic stability and democratic governance. See MacKinnon et al. (2003: 21-23).
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3.2 Role of Business
It is clear that citizens continue to position the private sector as the main driver for economic
development, and the place where most Canadians should expect to find employment.23
However, the private sector role has been broadened to encompass a larger, more engaged social
role. Their definition of business was rooted in their respective communities and spanned
everything from micro businesses to multinationals.
While citizens did not see businesses as simply profit maximizers, they did grant that profits are
necessary and desirable to sustain employment and growth. Just as they were more demanding of
governments to be accountable to citizens for their actions, so too did they expect business to be
more accountable to their employees, shareholders and the communities in which they conduct
business. And this was not simply a matter of “doing the right thing.” Many asserted a belief that
such behaviour results in more successful businesses. The “bottom line” for most citizens goes
beyond the traditional bottom line to how profits are created and what is done with them.
They articulated the following business roles and responsibilities vis-à-vis the welfare state:
•

Investing in employee upgrading: this is viewed as an integral part of a competitiveness
strategy and part of the bargain between workers and employers. It illustrates citizens’
thinking on mutual responsibility: employees must invest in upgrading their skills and
learning new skills, and employers need to create the conditions to encourage this, for
example by providing on the job training, co-op placements, paid time off to pursue approved
learning or through financial assistance for courses. This was seen as a win-win situation.
Employers would have more productive employees which would improve profitability and
employees would be more marketable.

•

Partnering with education institutions and governments: meeting the economic challenges
and seizing the economic opportunities of this century demands collaborative relationships
among all actors in society. Citizens felt that business simply cannot afford to not marshal
community resources to meet these challenges. They looked to business to pursue partnerships
on a variety of fronts: with education and training institutions and (local, provincial and
federal) governments to achieve better alignment between labour market supply and demand,
an expanded apprenticeship system and high quality technical and trades training. Some put the
onus on business to increase strategic investments in these partnerships including increasing
financial contributions for post secondary institutions while others had reservations about too
much corporate influence on educational policy and operations.

•

Partnering (social) with communities/corporate social responsibility: Citizens envision a
more socially activist business sector engaged in community partnerships to address local
social and economic challenges. Their preference was for an investment not a charity model.
They cited examples such as employee programs that built community volunteering into the
workplace culture, providing workers with paid time off to volunteer, committing to social and
environmental audits and providing work place child care services and public transit assistance.

23

Citizens’ ratings for all four scenarios were high and increased from the pre to post questionnaire scores but the
market scenario increased the most, showing a 25 percent upward shift and received the highest post dialogue
score at 78 percent. See MacKinnon et al. (2003: 48-49).
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Others took this role further, arguing that the private sector had a responsibility to increase
wages for low wage workers and provide a range of benefits (this issue is addressed in more
detail in section four).
•

Investing in innovation and environmental protection: citizens of course expected business
to fully comply with environmental and health regulations and standards but they demanded
more than this. Business must contribute to the creation of sound public-private strategies to
address environmental challenges and encourage innovation. They had considerable
confidence in the capacities of business to find innovative and cost effective ways of dealing
with environmental sustainability and expected them to rise to the challenge both through
increased investments and workplace exemplary practices.

•

Ensuring good governance and ethical standards: this is linked to the corporate social
responsibility role but is more focussed on transparency and ethical behaviour at the board and
senior management levels. Citizens expect high moral standards in spite of or perhaps because
of recent salacious business scandals.

3.3 Role of Citizens
The responsibilities and roles that citizens took on were no less demanding than those they
assigned to other societal actors. As they thought through what they would need to do to realize
their vision for Canada, they coalesced around the following roles:
•

Governors: citizens concluded that more accountable and responsive governments would not
happen unless they are prepared to take a more active role in governance. This means much
more than marking their ballots every few years. It requires taking more time and effort to
become informed about public policy issues, being prepared to think through and make
difficult policy choices and getting involved in public discourse on a variety of fronts. For
some it meant advocacy work and becoming engaged in community initiatives while others
looked to greater citizen involvement with political parties and the political process.

•

Parents/caregivers: families’ caregiving roles (caring for children, elderly, sick and/or
disabled family members) were seen to be foundational for well functioning society. While
citizens were clear that families have primary responsibility for their children (and adult
children for their elderly parents), governments, the voluntary sector and businesses are all
expected to play important supportive roles. Some citizens argued that governments should
provide enhanced tax credits and/or other incentives and supports to provide greater choice to
families with respect to care options (institutional versus care within the home). Others
placed greater priority on providing modest income families with access to affordable
institutional child care to facilitate labour market involvement and improve their standard of
living.
Citizens noted that governments have a unique role in that they have a collective and legal
responsibility for the protection and support of all children and other vulnerable members of
society.

18
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In addition to providing for their family’s material needs, parents also bear a responsibility to
instil and practice core Canadian values and norms. If these values are not being transmitted
at home, educational, religious and other civic institutions will face an uphill battle to
inoculate values.
Some citizens worried about the considerable demands on families and called for more
supportive public policies and work life family balance practices to help lighten the load.
•

Workers: whether self-employed or employees, most citizens are expected to contribute to a
“working society” so that Canadians can achieve as high a quality of life as possible.
Achieving and maintaining high levels of employment was perceived to be a necessary
condition for that high standard of living. Canadians all benefit from a working society in
which people and business contribute tax revenues that in turn enable Canada to develop and
maintain the programs and infrastructure (economic and social) needed for the quality of life
sought by all. This valuing of work influenced their perspectives on income maintenance
programs. Their core message focused on the need for more activist programs that provide
necessary but usually temporary (except for those who, due to the nature of their disability,
should not be expected to be in the workforce) income assistance and support to return to or
enter the labour force. This reflects their logic around mutual responsibility: individuals have a
responsibility to contribute to society and in turn they can expect support to make that
contribution.
However, they found serious flaws in this reciprocity logic, the most glaring of which is the
reality of working poverty: full time workers earning poverty level wages. This was
perceived to be both a social justice issue and an economic problem. It is discussed in more
detail in section four. Other disconnects included the multiple barriers facing persons with
disabilities in their struggle to contribute to society and the lack of subsidized child care and
affordable housing for families with modest incomes.

•

Lifelong learners: Citizens have absorbed the arguments about the need for ongoing
upgrading, having experienced firsthand the fall out from structural labour market changes and
globalization. They have accepted that they need to take responsibility for keeping their labour
market skills current and can no longer expect to have one job for life. However, this does not
mean that they are finding it easy to find the resources and time to invest in skills upgrading
and development – this is another responsibility area where strains were apparent and
collective strategies were called for.

•

Responsible consumers and stewards: Citizens spoke of the need to take greater
responsibility for their own lifestyle and consumer choices to improve environmental and
health outcomes. They expect people to play to influence change by altering their consumption
and investment patterns and exercising more discipline in lifestyle choices. They indicated a
readiness to pay more of the real cost of natural resources such as water because they believe
that this will lead to less waste. This suggests that governments may have greater latitude to
introduce conservationist measures than is commonly assumed.
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•

Volunteers: Citizens placed a high value on volunteering and wanted people to contribute to
their various communities of place and interest (geographic, professional, cultural, religious,
social, recreational, etc.). They talked confidently about creative community-based approaches
that bring together human and capital resources to address local needs. At the same time they
worried about burn out, volunteer fatigue, and a declining pool of volunteers. They were
frustrated that their work and family responsibilities left so little time for volunteering. And they
spoke of the increased burdens placed on the voluntary sector due to governments’ downsizing.

3.4 Community as the Space Where Citizens, Government, Business and Nongovernmental Actors Interact
Citizens create communities and in these communities live out their roles. Citizens still look to
their geographic communities as the place where they live their values, coming together to
realize collective goals. However, the concept of communities has broadened as a result of a
telecommunications revolution, urbanization and immigration. So, while geographic
communities remain central to citizens, they also engage in other kinds of often overlapping
communities for professional, cultural, social, religious and personal purposes.
There is less to say about the specific roles that citizens assigned to the voluntary sector in part
because the participants focussed mostly on the roles for governments, business and themselves
and also because of how they understood and talked about community and community actors.
Whereas social policy literature would describe community actors as non governmental
organizations within the not-for-profit/voluntary sector, citizens talked about all of the actors
within their communities, rather than community actors per se. They saw themselves, local
businesses, local governments, educational, health and social service organizations, faith groups,
service clubs and other community and neighbourhood groups as all being community actors.
When they talked about community-based approaches to development, they usually did not
differentiate or specify community actors as non governmental and non-business actors. Their
dominant pragmatic view was that all of the resources of a community needed to be harnessed to
maximize opportunities for economic and social betterment.
They expressed confidence in the competence of community-based groups such as faith groups
and voluntary organizations to take a larger leadership role in designing and delivering social
supports for those in need, albeit with the caveat that these organizations needed more adequate
resources from governments and the philanthropic sector to do so. There was also recognition by
some that the budget cuts of the nineties and the subsequent downloading to the community
groups had eroded the capacity of non-governmental organizations. And while citizens were
calling for an enlarged role for community-based organizations in delivering social and
educational services, there was insufficient time to probe the policy tradeoffs and financial
implications flowing from this policy direction (e.g., how to address the issue of unevenness of
community capacity across the country, sustainability of funding, human resource issues for
voluntary sector workers, accountability issues, private-public partnership models and
governance challenges, etc.).
The next section of the paper discusses the social welfare policy challenges that emerged from
citizens’ thinking about roles and responsibilities of the different actors in society.
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4.0 Policy Implications and Challenges for a New Social Architecture
In creating their vision for Canada and choosing actions to realize that vision, Canadians
identified a number of challenges and inequities that will require redesigned public policies and
new or certainly reallocated investments. In some instances participants agreed on what they
thought must be done to address the identified problems, but in other cases their directions
pointed to different policy approaches.
4.1 Equitable Access to Quality Education and Training Tops Their Equity and
Competitiveness Agendas
Equitable access to post secondary education and training was the top concern in citizens’
opening statements: it remained a dominant theme in their closing statements to decision-makers.
Their definition of education and training was broad, including technical and trades training,
apprenticeships, co-op placements, on the job training and lifelong learning. Education was the
linchpin in linking their support for market-based and social equity approaches: accessible,
affordable education and training was essential not only to fight poverty and social exclusion but
also to achieve a productive, innovative and competitive economy. It ranked high in their priority
actions for all four policy issues. It was central to economic development, poverty reduction, and
lessening social exclusion. It was embedded in their thinking about helping people in third world
countries to move ahead; and without it environmental and health risks would be greater.
Having made it a crosscutting priority, they expressed grave concerns about affordability and
accessibility problems. In particular they worried that the rising cost of post secondary education,
coupled with cultural and other barriers, would exacerbate existing inequalities and further
marginalize recent newcomers. They recognized and lamented the difficulties newcomers face in
securing professional accreditation and validating their educational credentials, depriving them
and Canada of the benefits of their skills and expertise. They also recommended that the country
develop an integrated approach to trades and technical training, improve its apprenticeship
system and generally reduce the heavy reliance on importing these skills.
A social policy agenda that takes citizens’ priority focus on education and training seriously
would focus the following issues and actions:
•

Address access and affordability challenges, including institutional, systemic and cultural
barriers, especially for modest income families and individuals and Aboriginal peoples.

•

Redesign of student grants, loans and savings programs.

•

Address the inadequacies of the current system of student loans, including analysis of the
consequences of high debt loads for graduates of modest and middle income families.

•

Assess the effectiveness of educational savings, incentive and scholarship programs (e.g.,
Registered Education Savings Plan, Millennium Scholarships) in terms of encouraging
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savings and access for modest income Canadians.24 Are they really making a difference in
helping low and modest income students access postsecondary education? What about
middle class families – are they bearing too high a burden?
•

Redesign policies regarding tuition fees to ensure that access and equity issues are addressed.

•

Develop and implement a forward looking technology, technical and trade training strategy,
including an integrated apprenticeship program) in place or being planned.

•

Develop a strategy to encourage the private sector to invest more in their own employees’
upgrading (e.g., assess the merits of various approaches: voluntary approach with incentives,
mandatory regulation).

•

Identify and promote the best partnership models to encourage worker skills upgrading. Which
incentives work best to promote collaboration among governments, education and training
institutions and the private and not-for-profit sectors?

•

Clarify policy choices and tradeoffs for citizens. Increasing investments in education and
training demands re-evaluation of current expenditure patterns and choices (i.e., maintaining a
status quo approach to health care spending will limit governments’ ability to significantly
increase investments in other priorities such as education).

4.2 A Working Society with a Living Wage
Citizens envisioned a working society in which each person contributes and is supported to make
that contribution (having access to post secondary education is a key support). The expectation is
that most people will be in the labour force, earning and paying taxes to pay for the collective
goods and services that Canadians want. And they believe that people who work full time should
be able to earn a “living wage”25 to support themselves and their families. However, citizens
found that reality and vision were not in sync – they talked about individuals and parents
working full time and still not making it out of poverty. They were dismayed that so many low
wage workers have postsecondary education (challenging the conventional view that low wage
workers had only to improve their education to secure better jobs)26 and struggled with how this
could be addressed. They worried that these people and their families faced bleak futures.
Poverty level wages offended citizens’ sense of justice and fairness. Their remedies for this
problem lead to different policy approaches. Some stressed governments’ role and others put
more responsibility on the private sector. Those looking for government leadership called for
regulations to increase minimum wages, arguing they have lost significant ground since the
1970s, failing to even keep apace of inflation. They discounted concerns about substantial job
24

25

26
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See Shipley et al. (2003). Survey results indicate that “a much higher proportion of children living in high
income households had parents who were using RESP plans to save, (61%) relative to children living in low
income households (42%). Also, children in households with incomes less than $25,000 had a median amount
of $2,000 saved to date by 2002, compared to a median of $7,000 for the highest income group.
The term “living wage” came from the citizens themselves not from prompting by facilitators. Citizens
repeatedly used it in dialogue after dialogue.
Judith Maxwell has documented this problem in Smart Social Policy – “Making Work Pay” (Maxwell, 2002).
Saunders (2003) provides further analysis of the problem.
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losses believing that the market would adjust and that losses would be short term. Others rejected
this intervention on the grounds that it would lead to job losses (with jobs moving offshore) and
other negative consequences (increasing social assistance rates). They favoured other types of
interventions such as providing low wage workers with better employee benefits.
Many participants agreed that regardless of whether minimum wages were increased,
governments could act to improve low wage workers’ (and their families’) circumstances by
redesigning, extending and/or increasing social benefits such as housing subsidies (or social
housing), supplementary health and drug benefits, child care subsidies, and training and
education assistance. Others called on governments to provide wage supplements to top up
earnings when they fail to meet basic family needs.
Differences in approaches stem from divergent views about who should be responsible or most
responsible for addressing the problem and who should pay (business through higher wages and
better benefits or the taxpayers). Some noted that if the private sector bears most of the cost, they
will pass it along to consumers through price increases.
While they disagreed on the specific measures to address low wage workers, there was
consensus on the need to revamp social support programs to reduce dependency and overcome
the barriers to participation in work and community life.
There are several policy implications flowing from these “working society” challenges.
•

Governments need to give priority attention to this problem because it is so central to how
citizens marry their support for market-based and social equity policies. Expecting people to
work at poverty level wages invalidates the reciprocity logic that underlies their notion of a fair
market economy – to downplay or ignore this problem is to turn a deaf ear to what citizens care
about and expect their governments to show leadership on.

•

New policies or incremental policy adjustments will need to be developed and implemented in
collaboration with private and not-for-profit employers, program administrators and those who
have experienced this reality. This will require much closer co-operation among provincial,
territorial and federal governments, new outreach strategies and certainly increased private and
public investments.

•

Governments will need to probe deeper with citizens to test their preferences vis-à-vis a more
targeted approach to poverty reduction versus a more universal approach that seeks to reduce
inequality and maintain a strong middle class. This would mean giving citizens opportunities to
learn more about the complexity of current social programs and to work through the tradeoffs
and costs of different policy paths (e.g., universal programming, greater targeting, or
reallocation of existing funds, including intergenerational equity rebalancing).
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4.3 Flexible, Holistic and Coordinated Community-based Programs and Accountability
Citizens complained that social policies and programs (especially for modest income Canadians)
are all too often disconnected and uncoordinated, approaching the individual’s or family’s needs
in a piecemeal rather than integrated fashion. Citizens want to be treated holistically, much as
they approach their lives (they consolidate rather than compartmentalize their roles as parents,
caregivers, workers, learners, volunteers and citizens). They demand coordination, collaboration
and integration of policies, program design and delivery across government silos so that peoples’
needs, not those of policy-makers and program administrators, drive the process.
There was a gulf between their vision and the current reality. Citizens often cited their own direct
experience and that of their friends and relatives with social programs that inhibited rather than
advanced their efforts to become more self-reliant. Policy and program redesign should
incorporate the advice of those who have lived and are living the experience of poverty and
exclusion.
While citizens demanded better coordination and closer integration of programs, they did not
want a top down, centralized approach to addressing social needs. Rather, reflecting their faith in
the capacities of local communities, they called for flexibility and the opportunity to tailor
programs to fit local realities and opportunities.
Citizens had no patience for intergovernmental jurisdictional squabbles over funding,
apportioning blame or credit, program ownership, delivery mechanisms, etc. They were
indignant that governments seem to so often lose sight of the overarching policy goal: serving
Canadians. Much closer intergovernmental cooperation is embedded in their future Canada.
Policy implications:
•

Governments will need to be creative and innovative in balancing the need for greater program
flexibility and tailoring to meet community needs with the need to respond to pressure for
greater accountability, policy coherence and program efficiencies. Policy trade offs will need to
be made to achieve this balance: citizens will have to be prepared to accept different concepts
of accountability if greater innovation is to be sought (including the reality of failures) and
governments and public officials will have to engage citizens and communities in the front end
design of these new programs. All parties will have to accept that pursuing more innovation
will carry risks and the possibility of mistakes and unintended consequences.

•

Citizens want programs that deliver services and benefits so that all Canadians, regardless of
where they live, have a reasonably comparable level and standard of services, but they also
want programs designed to meet local needs and circumstances. Governments, businesses
involved in service delivery, the voluntary sector and citizens will need to discuss how to
achieve some standardization of service requirements and program efficiencies without
creating rigidity or dictating uniformity in delivery approaches. Again this will require close
collaboration across all three levels of government (municipalities play a large role in service
delivery) and with the voluntary sector. It will also demand more innovative approaches to
program design to focus more on outcomes than inputs.
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•

With a greater focus on and demand for community-based strategies, the role of the voluntary
sector becomes more important than ever. Satisfying this demand will require governments to
move ahead with a sustainable funding strategy that enables the sector to plan and implement
longer term approaches. The unevenness in the capacity of the voluntary sector across the
country must be addressed so that community-based approaches do not create or exacerbate
inequities. It will also place higher demands on citizen volunteers. Governments, business and
the voluntary sector will need to address work/life/family imbalance issues if more citizens are
to take on voluntary roles or increase existing voluntary commitments.

•

The governance bar has been raised: governments are being told to redirect energies from
fruitless internecine squabbles to collaboration on practical policies and programs that treat
people and communities holistically. Intergovernmental collaboration will be essential for the
development of new social architecture.

4.4 Distinctive Social Policies AND Growing Continental Economic and Global
Integration
Canadians expect their governments to maintain and exercise the independence to chart
distinctive social policies, in the face of growing continental and global integration. It is part of
the bargain: citizens give their governments a green light to aggressively pursue outward looking
market-based economic and trade policies and in turn they insist that social policies promote
social equity and other core Canadian values must be an integral part of the deal. Canadians do
not want closer economic integration with the United States to lead to harmonization with
American social policies because they perceive the latter to be incongruent with Canadian
values. However, there was a strong recognition and appreciation of the economic benefits of
Canada’s close relationship with our southern neighbour and little appetite to chart a different
economic course.
Policy implications:
•

As governments manage, create and modify the myriad policies that define and shape our
relationship with the United States, they will need to be mindful of citizens’ insistence on
social policy independence and vigilant about protecting policy capacity in these spheres. For
their part, citizens need to be prepared to reflect and deliberate on the policy trade offs that will
no doubt surface and provide governments with direction on what is and what is not negotiable.

•

Greater transparency in relation to policy positions and more meaningful opportunities for
citizens to learn about and deliberate with each other and with decision-makers on the choices
are needed if citizens are to play an effective role in this area. This applies equally to the policy
choices around Canada’s relations with the rest of the world and the difficult choices to be
made in regard what role Canada will play in global affairs.
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4.5 Larger Social Role for Business
Business was not cast in an adversarial role: it was seen to be an integral and essential part of
society. Citizens certainly don’t now, if indeed they ever did, believe that the private sector’s role
should be restricted to profit maximization. Most gave it an expanded role in their reframed
social contract, expecting it to take on greater responsibilities for its employees’ well being and a
larger role in the community. They also demand that business demonstrate higher ethical
standards in business practices at home and abroad. Moreover, most believe that such behaviour
will pay off in terms of consumer loyalty and financial performance.
Policy Implications:
•

Governments, the voluntary sector and citizens will need to engage the private sector to define,
clarify and encourage its expanding social roles, including greater creativity in developing new
kinds of partnerships to achieve better outcomes. This will include exploring and forging
education and training partnerships and arrangements for employee skills upgrading (e.g.,
mandated or voluntary, designing tax and other incentives), community partnerships for local
economic development and social development initiatives (e.g., encouraging employee
involvement in community voluntary activities) and addressing the issue of working poverty.

•

This insistence on higher ethical business standards puts pressure on governments to improve
their coordination, regulatory, monitoring and compliance frameworks and functions, and to
exhibit greater vigilance in ensuring compliance. It also raises expectations of business citizens want them to devote more attention to governance responsibilities and to be able to
demonstrate improvements.
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5.0 Conclusion: Engage Citizens in the Design of Social Architecture
The past half-century has brought tremendous societal transformation, which has changed the
psyche of Canadians as witnessed in the Citizens’ Dialogue on Canada’s Future. They are better
educated, more informed, more confident, less deferential and increasingly demanding of both
public and private institutions. They embrace diversity while keeping a clear sense of what it
means to be Canadian. They recognize the challenges facing the country but are more confident
than ever that Canada possesses the resources and capacities to address them.
Governments continue to be important to citizens: they perform critical social and economic
functions. These roles, however, have changed in significant ways. Their economic functions are
somewhat smaller, their social roles are reframed and their environmental and public safety roles
have been expanded.
Citizens see poverty and marginalization in terms of social injustice and economic folly. They
believe that these challenges have to be addressed through individual and collective action. They
are compassionate but want activist programming to lessen dependency and provide
opportunities for a better quality of life. They do not expect governments to have all the answers
to social challenges, nor do they expect business, the voluntary sector or citizens alone to provide
the solutions. What is needed in their view is an integrated approach that values and balances the
contributions that each actor can bring to the table. To do otherwise would squander the very
advantages that Canada possesses: well functioning civil society, markets and governments.
While citizens do not have the policy and technical expertise that is obviously needed to create
the blueprint for new social architecture, they know what they want the completed building to
look like. It is, at the end of the day, their building and who better to have a say in its dimensions
and purposes than the owners? Taken together, citizens’ values, their vision for a desirable,
doable future Canada and their pragmatic approach to the various roles of the actors within the
social welfare mix make a compelling case for involving them as collaborators in the design of
social architecture. Citizens are more prepared and more able than ever before to engage in this
process.27
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CPRN’s follow-up survey with the 408 participants of the Citizens’ Dialogue on Canada’s Future (40 percent
response rate) indicates that citizens want a more defined space within the governance process and are willing
to play a more active role in public affairs. Ninety-one percent felt that dialogues are a useful way of improving
communications with decision-makers and amongst Canadians. Seventy-seven percent said that they are willing
to participate in similar kinds of public dialogues and a majority of respondents indicated that they had taken
additional steps to stay informed of public affairs (Saxena, 2003).
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Appendix A. Methodology
The partners in this project, CPRN and Viewpoint Learning, chose a methodology which is
especially valuable for issues at early stages of development to which people have not devoted a
great deal of thought, and for familiar issues where changed circumstances create new challenges
that have to be recognized and discussed. ChoiceWork Dialogue methodology was developed by
Viewpoint Learning based on the research of its chairman, Daniel Yankelovich.28 It is designed
to fill a gap in the opinion-formation process. The conventional public education model holds
that public opinion is formed through a two-stage process: information (opinion formation) leads
to public judgment (resolution). However, on complex issues public judgment evolves through
three stages not two. The middle stage of “working through” conflicting values and hard choices
intervenes between information and judgment.
This three-stage journey is one that centrally involves values and emotions, as well as
deliberative thought. It requires not only a process of thinking through (deliberation) but also a
psychological process of working through deeper values and emotional responses. In the real
world, people shape their opinions and judgments by engaging with each other rather than by
deliberation and analysis alone. This is how public opinion actually evolves – by people
engaging with others with whose views they can identify: including friends, family, neighbours,
co-workers, other citizens, and those with whom they can identify among leaders and in the
media.
ChoiceWork Dialogues encourage that process of learning and working through, by giving
participants the opportunity to take in the facts, connect the dots, face up to conflicting values
and shift from an individual to a broader community-based point of view. This process is
illustrated below.

Source: Viewpoint Learning Inc., http://www.viewpointlearning.com.

ChoiceWork Dialogue methodology is designed to help people move beyond their initial wish
list for the future. It encourages them to look at things from different viewpoints, work through
28

See, for example, Yankelovich (1991).
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their internal resistances and face difficult choices as they engage with one another. It allows
them to reconcile their views with their deeper values, and to “walk in the shoes of others.” One
advantage of the technique is that it offers insight into how people really feel, what matters most
to them, what trade-offs they will or will not accept and why. Box 1 below outlines the basic
steps in a ChoiceWork Dialogue project.

Box 1:
Basic Steps in a ChoiceWork Dialogue Project
1. Research (using polls and other sources) to provide a baseline reading on what stage of
development public opinion has reached.
2. Identification of critical choices and scenarios and preparation of the workbook.
3. A series of one-day dialogue sessions with representative cross-sections of citizens.
4. A typical one-day session includes the following:
¾

Pre-dialogue reading of the workbook as participants arrive;

¾

Initial orientation by the professional facilitators (including the purpose of the dialogue and the
use to be made of the results, ground-rules for the session, introduction of some basic facts
about, in this case, the major ways in which Canada has changed since the Second World War);

¾

Introduction of the choice scenarios on the focal issue;

¾

Completion of pre-dialogue questionnaire to measure participants’ initial views;

¾

Opening comments from each participant to identify his or her key concerns about the future of
Canada;

¾

Dialogue among participants (in smaller self-facilitated groups and then in a professionally
facilitated plenary) to assess the likely good and bad results that would occur as a consequence
of each choice if it were adopted, and then to construct a vision of the future they would prefer to
see;

¾

A second, more intensive round of dialogue among the participants (again both in smaller
groups and in plenary) working through the concrete choices and tradeoffs they would make or
support to realize their vision;

¾

Completion of a post-dialogue questionnaire designed to measure how views have changed in
the course of the day (and why); and

¾

Concluding comments from each participant on how their views changed and their final
message to decision-makers.

5. Quantitative and qualitative analysis of how and why people’s positions evolve during the dialogues.
6. A report to participants and to decision-makers.
Source: Viewpoint Learning Inc. (2003) in MacKinnon et al. (2003).
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Appendix B. Profile of Citizens
Table 1
Breakdown of Participants by Category*
Number of
Participants

Percentage

Women

210

51%

Men

198

49%

408

100%

Less Than 25

44

11%

25-44

170

42%

45-64

139

34%

65 and Over

55

13%

408

100%

Visible Minorities

30

7%

Aboriginals

13

3%

Disabled

16

4%

Urban

326

80%

Rural/Non-local

82

20%

Category

Gender

Total
Age

Total
Other Categories**

* About 20 percent participated in French (Montreal and Quebec
City); other Francophones participated in the English dialogues.
Each participant received a $100 honorarium at the end of the day.
Travel costs of rural and non-local participants were reimbursed. In
those cases requiring overnight stay, accommodation costs were
also covered.
** Self-reported.
Source: Demographic data provided by EKOS Research Associates
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Appendix C. Data Collection Instrument
Data Analysis Transcript Word Search of the
Citizens’ Dialogue on Canada’s Future: A 21st Century Social Contract
City:
Date:
Language:
Part 1: Topics for Research and Coding Analysis:
A. Attitudes towards Specific Populations:
1. Citizens’ attitudes towards persons with disabilities – society's obligations to them, their
roles and responsibilities
2. Citizens’ attitudes towards seniors – society’s obligations to them, their roles and
responsibilities
3. Citizens’ attitudes towards Aboriginal populations – society’s obligations to them, their
roles and responsibilities
4. Citizens’ attitudes towards newcomers (immigrants, refugees) – society’s obligations to
them, their roles and responsibilities
Coding Analysis:
- passing reference with little/no substantive comment
- level of society’s obligations to each population (roles and responsibilities of different
actors in society) and how obligations should be carried out
- roles and responsibilities of seniors, Aboriginals, etc.
- other
B. Attitudes towards Specific Social Policies:
5. Citizens’ attitudes towards social assistance and the role of social assistance in the
responsibility mix/social welfare
6. Citizens’ attitudes towards child care, in what ways child care should be supported (i.e.,
family caregivers, child care services, etc.) and the role it plays in the responsibility
mix/social welfare (i.e., importance in helping lower income parents get into and stay in
the labour market)
7. Citizens' attitudes towards housing policy and the role it plays in the responsibility
mix/social welfare
Coding Analysis:
- passing reference with little/no substantive comment
- extent of role of specific policies in the responsibility mix/social welfare
- extent of roles and responsibilities of individuals/families who benefit from specific
policy/programme
- other
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Part 2: Terminology
A. English Terminology
The following terms were used by citizens to describe specific social welfare policies, programs
and specific populations:
Sub-Themes of the Social Architecture
Welfare Mix

Specific Terms Used in Transcript Word Search

1. Disabilities

Disabled, disabilities, handicapped, disability

2. Seniors, elderly

Elderly, seniors,

3. Aboriginals

Aboriginal, natives, Indians, First Nations

4. Immigrants and refugees

Immigrants, refugees, newcomers, new Canadians,
immigration

5. Attitudes towards social assistance

Welfare recipients, social assistance

6. Child care

Child, children, child care, daycare

7. Housing policy

Housing, shelter, home, place to live, homeless

B. French Terminology
English Terms Used

French Equivalents

1. Disabled, disabilities, handicapped, disability

handicapé(s), incapacité(s), handicap

2. Elderly, seniors

Vieux, personnes âgées, aînés

3. Aboriginal, natives, Indians, First Nations

Indigène, indien d'Amerique, Autochtone,
premières Nations

4. Immigrants, refugees, newcomers, new
Canadians, immigration

Immigrés, réfugiés, nouveaux venus/arrivants,
immigrants, néo-Canadien, immigration

5. Welfare recipients, social assistance

aide sociale, assistance sociale, assisté sociale

6. Child, children, child care, daycare

Enfant(s), garderie, gardienage

7. Housing, shelter, home, place to live, homeless

Logement, abri, endroit à vivre,
sans abri, à la maison, à la foyer

Part 3: Quantitative Summary and Placement in Dialogue/Transcript:
Dialogue/Transcript Placement

Number of Times

Opening
AM Small Group Reports
AM Plenary Discussion/Consensus point or not
PM Small Group Reports
PM Plenary Discussion/Consensus point or not
Closing
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